MCF&GAME CLUB PISTOL MATCH REMINDER
PISTOL MATCH – 9:45 A.M. SATURDAY, January 1st, 2022
Remember that you must be present at SAFETY BRIEFING (9:45 AM SHARP) to be eligible to shoot the match!
PISTOL RANGE CLOSES AT 9:00 AM to allow setup.
Bring at least 150 rounds of ammo.
Usually finished in 3 hrs.
Open to members and their invited guests
Note to ALL SHOOTERS: must have eye and ear protection on range and EMPTY weapon is in a case, pistol pouch or gun rug
and is never presented until safety officer in your squad gives you range command to load and make ready.
Try to be at range by 9:30 AM to assist with setup and to sign in so we may begin promptly. MUST BE SIGNED IN BY 9:45!!!!

PLEASE PRE-REGISTER -pay when you arrive. Match Fee $10.00 IF NOT PRE-REGISTERED you are not
guaranteed a squad position. (if squads fill up with pre-registered entries). So pre-register if you want a guaranteed slot to
shoot.
5TH Stage, optional, free to match competitor’s and score does not count in match. This stage is to expose our shooters to other
shooting formats. Bring your centerfire handgun and your (optional) holster & mag carriers if you have them, you can start from low
ready if no holster or mag carriers. 5th stage is after conclusion of Steel Match.
Mike Shields
Match Director
Ms111676@aol.com
mcfgcinc.com - for additional information (directions etc.).
Safety area for malfunctions and function check. NO AMMO IN SAFETY AREA EVER! You may load magazines and handle ammo
anywhere on range but SAFETY AREA.
DIVISIONS YOU MAY ENTER
CENTERFIRE
CENTERFIRE Pistol – OPEN = 9mm or larger handgun with Compensator, Optic sight or both
CENTERFIRE Pistol – IRON = 9MM or larger handgun with Iron sights
CENTERFIRE Revolver – OPEN =Centerfire revolver with Compensator, Optic sight or both
CENTERFIRE Revolver – IRON = Centerfire revolver with iron sights
RIMFIRE
RIMFIRE Pistol - OPEN = .22LR Handgun with compensator, optic sight or both
RIMFIRE Pistol - IRON = .22LR Handgun with Iron sights
RIFLE RIMFIRE - OPEN = .22LR RIFLE with compensator, optic sight or both
RIFLE RIMFIRE - IRON = .22LR RIFLE with Iron sights
RIMFIRE REVOLVER– IRON = .22LR revolver with Iron sights
RIMFIRE REVOLVER– OPEN = .22LR revolver with compensator, optic sight or both
PISTOL CALIBER CARBINE
PCC = Pistol Caliber Carbine---optic or iron
Recognized Categories: High Junior, High Lady, Senior (55-65), Super Senior (>65).
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Three Wise Guys is a 12 round, 60 point Virginia count course of fire. The course consists of 3

Classic targets. The best 4 hits per paper target will score.

The start position is behind the table, facing downrange, hands below waist with gun unloaded
on the table, trigger on the mark. All ammo will come from the table.
Upon the audible start signal, engage targets, 2 shots on each target, mandatory reload and 2
shots on each target. One pass will be freestyle (both hands), one pass will be strong hand only.
Do you have any questions?
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Happy New Year is an 8 round, 40 point Comstock course of fire. The course consists of 3 Metric

targets and 2 poppers. The best 2 hits per paper target will score. Poppers must fall to score. T1
is a swinger that will be available at rest. S1 is activated by P1. T3 is a drop turner activated by
P2.
The start position is inside the box, facing downrange, and hands below waist with gun loaded
and holstered. All ammo will come from the belt.

Upon the audible start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines as they become visible.
Do you have any questions?

